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The OUTLine NZ Support Line is entirely answered by volunteers, 

making them a massive part of what we do. As an organisation we are 

beyond lucky to have a fantastic group of volunteers that contribute to 

our organisation in a variety of different ways. Here's a bit about some 

of them.

Alan - Support Line Call Taker

Pronouns? 

He/Him. 

How long have you been volunteering at OUTLine? 

9 years. 

Leah - OUTLine Librarian

Our Volunteers

Pronouns? 

She/Her. 

What's your favourite book? 

Tomboy Survival Guide by Ivan Coyote. 

Why Volunteer for OUTLine? 

 

Why volunteer for OUTLine? 

To support those who are still struggling with all sorts of questions about 

LGBTIQ+. I like supporting people with issues. 

What has volunteering at OUTLine taught you? 

Direct questions don’t get you very far with getting to the bottom of the 

issues people have. 

OUTLine does great work to support our community at all stages of life. 

In the early days of coming to terms with your sexuality or gender, it's 

easy to feel like you're the only person out there that feels the way you 

do. And the library is such a great and unique resource and access point 

to our history. 



Cissy Rock - Chair Report

completed strategic planning, with pro bono support from Deloitte. This means that as the 

governing group we know where we want to go, and are in the process of creating a structure to 

allow us to get there. 

This year also saw a service review conducted  by Nick Swain who was present at our last AGM as 

we talked about the strategic goals and direction that we wanted from OUTLine as a group. We 

have been looking at what this report uncovered, what this means for us as the governance team, 

where we want to go with this, and what operational support is needed in the how of getting there. 

We have seen the phone lines reduced in hours temporarily over the October/November period, as 

we attended to quality assurance issues. We now have a keen group of volunteers doing our 

nighttime roster, with volunteers coming on in the daytime, fulfilling some of the requirements 

during the day. More day time people are always welcome, as this allows our staff to focus in on 

business development and other business areas of OUTLine. 

In 2017, we really wanted to look at how we can better acknowledge the huge contribution that the 

volunteers make to OUTLine. In fact, without our volunteers there would be no OUTLine, and so 

we saw it a priority to find some way of letting volunteers know the significance of their role to 

OUTLine’s success. We tested a Christmas party where the volunteers came and we offered vegan 

food, entertainment, and gave out cards of appreciation with a small box of chocolates. 

We farewelled our general manager Trevor Easton at the end of 2017. We want to note the four 

years of committed service that Trevor gave to OUTLine. Trevor has been a long-time supporter of 

OUTLine from its very early inception as Gay Line.  Trevor left us in a fantastic position, with a 

clear partnership with Spark under development. We hold in esteem his passion, empathy and 

warmhearted approach to the wellbeing of our community. We thank Trevor for his commitment 

in working with OUTLine. 

This shift saw us bring in Duncan Matthews as the interim manager, for around a 12-month 

period, as we rework the functions needed to take OUTLine into an even stronger position in the 

future. Brent Thompson has been unwaivering in his support, as a trusted right hand for Trevor 

and a welcoming guide for Duncan.  Brent is a forniminal fundraiser, we have been lucky to have 

such a talented man working for OUTline. I know how committed Brent has been to OUTLine, he 

has been the absolute backbone. We will miss him, as will the volunteers he looked after so 

tenderly. Angelique Bull has filled a temporary role as Counselling Coordinator as we work out the 

right form for counselling services to support OUTlines kaupapa.  Vicki Clotheir has led a talented 

team of counsellors in her role as Clinical Supervisor and after many years we said good bye to 

Hayden Olswin in his role as senior counsellor, the counselling function of OUTline would not 

have happened without Hayden’s advocacy. Tom Hamilton continues to offer counselling for 

Wellington and we continue to offer robust training led by Vicki Clothier and Diana Rands  - with 

Willy Ruru also part of the training team. 

This report for the 2017/2018 year finds the governance of OUTLine in a 

very strong position. The board has a consistent membership from the 

previous term of Robert Ford, Moira Clunie, Hayden Bigelow, Toni Duder, 

Allyson Hamblett, Cissy Rock, and joined by Toni Reid for this term. 

We have undergone governance training with Carol Scoles, and recently 



We have created a Communications position, which has been very well filled by James Malcolm, 

probably many people have been noticing a significant leap in our newsletters. As I write this 

report we are in the middle of recruiting our support line coordinator. We are wanting to take an 

approach of staff in more specialized areas, moving away from the scope of being a generalist. In 

the next 6 months, we will be looking at recruiting a Director of Operations, and exploring the 

counselling arm of OUTLine, and what form that will take. 

As part of this term’s change, we see stepping down from the Board, myself Cissy Rock, Robert 

Ford, and Hayden Bigelow. Hayden has been a long-time member of OUTLine board, and a trusted 

and dedicated Treasurer. Robert Ford has taken on a deputy role working closely with myself as we 

have dealt with issues of recruitment involved in OUTLine. All three of us step down feeling sure 

of the clear direction that the incumbent board members have, and the room that we create for 

new fresh people to join the OUTLine board to take OUTLine to the next stage of development. 

Moving forward, there is a well thought out strategic intent, strong governance, and a strong 

operational arm developing. It is with satisfaction that I leave OUTLine NZ.  There is much more 

that can be addressed in terms of our community development, our national presence, and our 

celebration of achievements and aspirations from within our community. Also work on how to 

have a broader reach, how our  membership  can support the kaupapa of OUTLine NZ. 

Thanks to everyone who has been involved, our volunteers, our staff, our board members, our 

broader community who have supported us. To know that collectively we achieve so much more, 

and we respond much more accurately than we ever do as single units. 

.. 

Cissy Rock 



Duncan Matthews - Manager Report

challenging for all involved, but I wanted to start this report by extending special thanks to Executive 

Administrator Brent Thomson, who really kept the organisation running throughout that time. Brent 

has also worked hard for OUTLine for many years, often going above and beyond to make sure we 

are well represented at the Big Gay Out, or that there is pizza for the monthly forum. I am sad that he 

is leaving and I wish him all the best! 

Tēnā koe Brent. 

I was extremely honoured to be asked by the Board of OUTLine to act as Interim Manager in 

November of 2017. I have a connection to the organisation going back to August of 2009, when I 

undertook my own phone training, not long after moving to Auckland. I still have fond memories of 

the old premises in Anzac Ave and remember well the great experiences I got to have training as part 

of a team and becoming part of the OUTLine community. My volunteering evolved somewhat as 2012 

and the Pompallier Tce premises rolled around, upgrading both the computers and phone systems to 

the ones we are still using today! 

But enough about me! I’m excited to write this report and communicate some of the great work that 

has been going on, and some of the vision of where we will be this time next year. The first piece to 

talk about is technology, always my favourite topic. With Spark as our strategic partner, we are on 

track to significantly update the way that people are able to get in touch with us. The 0800 number 

will remain, of course, with added options of SMS, online chat, social media and more ways to contact 

our peer support volunteers. Through adding these options, we are hoping to expand the range of 

people who are able to access the OUTLine service, from young people who don’t like to pick up the 

phone as a preference, to those whom are not able to make a phone call for a variety of reasons. 

Making more information, more available is also a goal. OUTLine has acquired the rights to the 

former gayline.org.nz online database that sadly closed its doors earlier in 2018. Through the Gayline 

platform, and with the wealth of knowledge and volunteers that OUTLine has, we will move to 

having just about all of our referral information directly available online for all to see (and provide 

feedback on!). There is still a need for some information to be kept internal to OUTLine – not all 

people, organisations or groups want their details posted publicly – but much can be, and will further 

work towards our purpose of more New Zealanders being connected to the information or support 

that they need. 

Counselling remains a strong focus of the organisation, with the Board and Counselling Team 

working towards ways of influencing counselling practice across Aotearoa. 

Of course, all this work can’t be driven by Brent and myself alone! Since January 2018, we have added 

the roles of Counselling Coordinator, Communications Coordinator and Support Line Coordinator to 

the team. 

Tēnā koutou katoa! 

I’m excited to be making my first report as Manager for OUTLine, after being a 

volunteer in various capacities for the organisation since 2009! 

Late 2017 marked a time of significant change for OUTLine, with former General 

Manager, Trevor Easton, departing the organisation. This time was 



Ange joined the team as the Counselling Coordinator in January 2018, after completing a 

Counselling placement here throughout 2017. Functioning as a navigator for those callers that need 

an extra level of support, and working as a core part of the team that inducts new volunteers into 

the organisation, Ange has made a huge difference in the way OUTLine is able to handle people 

with higher needs. Ange is helping to whip the rest of the staff team into shape on matters of 

clinical safety and processes, and is making a significant contribution to OUTLine! 

Tēnā koe Ange mō te mahi! 

James joined the team as Communications Coordinator in March 2018. Breathing life back into our 

social media, re-starting the monthly newsletter, and generally livening up the office with his 

comedic routines (he is a professional comedian, after all!) he has quickly cemented himself as a core 

part of the staff team, bringing shape and purpose to how OUTLine communicates with the world. 

Tēnā koe James! 

At the time of writing this report, the role of Support Line Coordinator had not yet been filled. The 

purpose of this new role is to bring an increased focus on the quality of service we deliver through 

0800 OUTLINE. The most significant part of this is our amazing volunteers who give their time to 

pick up the phone (or soon, answer the SMS!). Updates to our training, monthly forums, information 

and tools, and processes around working with volunteers are all in line to be updated over the next 

few years. Some progress is already being made here, with a new online roster system and intranet 

coming online in the last 6 months. 

It wouldn’t be an annual report without thanking all of the people who have supported OUTLine in 

the last 12 months. 

First, of course, is the fantastic OUTLine volunteers who actually make our 0800 service run. Its 

pretty tough to offer a service 365 days a year, but thanks to the dedication of our volunteers, over 

400 shifts have been completed by volunteers in the last 12 months. Thanks to you, our volunteers, 

people are being listened to and finding the support they need to live happy and well as 

LGBTIQ+/Rainbow people. 

Ngā mihi nui ki matou tūao! 

Thank you to those who have sponsored OUTLine financially. Foundation North, Lotteries and 

COGS have continued to provide us operational funding for our activities across the country. New 

sponsorship this year comes from the Warehouse Group, who raised $5,000 for OUTLine during 

the Auckland Pride Festival with their #kiwipride campaign. Spark also came on board as 

OUTLine’s strategic partner in early 2018, launching the #thankstoyou campaign during the Pride 

festival, raising funds for OUTLine internally, and offering their services and support to upgrade 

our phone systems and 0800 OUTLINE service. 

Ngā mihi nui ki matou kaitautoko! 

And thank you again to everyone who supports OUTLine and our kaupapa. 

Naku te rourou 

nau te rourou 

ka ora ai te iwi 



Hayden Bigelow - Treasurer Report
The FY17/18 end 31 March 2018 saw OUTLine produce a modest surplus 

 of $6111.00  which was above the budget of $1728.00.  This was due in 

part to the following factors: 

Greater control of face to face counselling , administration and 

overhead costs 

Increase in overall grants and donations 

OUTLine received for the first time a multi-year grant from Foundation North  

of $59000.00 per annum which will provide some certainty for the next 3 years.  Other notable 

grants and Donations came from ANZ, The Warehouse Group, Internal Affairs, Auckland Council, 

TG McCarthy Trust, Southern Trust, Rainbow AKL to name a few.  We also saw an increase in Pay 

roll donations, Give A Little and received an anonymous donation of $10k.   

OUTLine is in good shape for the future with no debt and an increase in cash in the bank compared 

to the previous year.  The new structure at OUTLine coupled with the acting GMs organisational 

and process capabilities have set OUTLine a solid financial foundation for the future. 

Regards, 

Hayden Bigelow



Snapshots

New volunteer training, April 2018 Volunteer Forum, June 2018

Rainbow Tick 4th Anniversary New volunteer training, April 2018

Volunteer Librarian, Leah, finds some 

retro goodies while tidying

Volunteer Forum, November 2017



Once a month we have our 

Volunteer Forum, which is an 

opportunity for our Support 

Line volunteers to discuss 

difficult calls they may have 

had, receive further education 

and role play potential call 

scenarios. There are a lot of 

really important discussions 

that happen during this time. 

It is also a chance for 

volunteers to catch up with 

the OUTLine board.

It's always an exciting time taking in new volunteers. We run a 

comprehensive and highly rewarding training program for our new 

volunteers over the course of two weekends. Participants learn 

information about our LGBTIQ+ communities and skills training in 

empathetic reflective listening.

Volunteer Forum

New Volunteer Training

April/June 18 Forums

March Volunteer Intake



As part of our current programme of work to upgrade OUTLine’s 

systems, we have the new volunteer roster. Volunteers will be able to 

login and view free shifts, sign themselves up, and even see who they will 

be working with. The new tool has a focus on design and intuitive user 

interface, to communicate the pride and professionalism that OUTLine is 

all about. A huge thanks to volunteer Bai Wang who has been working 

hard over the last 6 months to bring this to fruition. 

Updates at OUTLine

OUTLine is taking over the gayline.org.nz website & database. We are 

pleased that OUTLine is able to continue this legacy started by the 

dedicated team at Gay Line Wellington. The platform will really benefit 

the OUTLine 0800 service, and we plan on continuing to develop the 

www.gayline.org.nz website to be a publically accessible tool for Kiwi’s 

As part of our strategic partnership with 

Spark, they are helping us develop a platform 

for our volunteers to provide peer support 

over instant messaging as well as txt/sms, 

this will massively increase our accessibility 

and we couldn't be more excited! We are also 

actively pursuing how we can make 

volunteering accessible across Aotearoa.



We provide a confidential Support Line to 

enable people to talk to a trained member of the 

LGBTIQ+ community about sexual orientation 

and gender identity. It's free and confidential. 

We also offer face-to-face counselling, for those 

who require extra support.

Impact

Total Volume of Inbound Calls Per Month

Our total call volumes have remained 

pretty steady, with some expected 

fluctuations around end of year 

holidays. 

This year we received a total of 10,424 

calls!
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Our most common caller themes this year: 

People exploring gender 

Isolation and loneliness 

Coming out 

Relationships 

Needing referral for medical, mental 

health or social support 
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Percent of First Time Callers from Calls Answered

1st time callers have gone from 15% of the calls we answer to 

regularly over 45% in 3 out of 4 of the last months. That means we’re 

providing support to a lot of new people!

328 47
Days We Answered Calls* Referrals to Counselling*

*over past 7 months*out of 365



OUTLine NZ is reliant on the generosity of donors to keep our services 

continuing and improving. A massive thanks to those who support us.

Fundraising & Sponsors

The awesome team at Spark have hopped on board as our strategic 

partner. The help they have provided us so far has been massive, it 

was amazing to see them getting involved during Auckland Pride 

Festival and we're excited to continue working with them. Spark and 

OUTLine will act as coauthors on a series of resources on LGBTIQ+ 

topics written by OUTLine and designed and printed by Spark. 

Massive ka pai to ANZ and their 

team for getting on board with 

International Day Against 

Homophobia, Biphobia and 

Transphobia and raising us 

money, while bringing 

awareness to an important 

cause! 



Extra special thank you to 

all those who have made 

personal donations, regular 

donations contributed over 

$3,500 this year and 

Heather Fisher raised over 

$500 for us during 

Auckland Pride Parade.

To celebrate Pride Festival, 

The Warehouse Group 

challenged New Zealanders 

to show their #kiwipride 

and change their profile 

picture in support of our 

community, and donated 

OUTLine $5000!  

Thanks To Our Donors

Andy Morton

Hamish Wood 

Hayden Bigelow 

Heather Fisher

Jonathan M 

Kevin J Sanderson

Murray R Smallfield

Nic Edge

Sue M Fitchett

Richard Pereira 

The Warehouse Group cheque presentation

Heather Fisher presenting donation



Thanks To Our Supporters





OUTLine AGM 2017 Minutes
6:14pm – Meeting opening and round 

6:18pm – Presentation Aych McArdle 

- Listed some of the significant events of the LGBTIQ community 

- Intersex recommendation to NZ government from UN 

- MoH suicide provention report 

- Economic disparities within our communities 

- Women headed households 

- HIV status 

- Transphobia 

- Intersex phobia 

- Ageing 

 -(dis) Ability 

Think about when we want to engage volunteers 

- how can we support them 

- Opportunities for OUTLine 

- Volunteer recruitment, training and development 

- Front line team needs to reflect the rainbow diversity 

- Relevant, safe and accessible service delivery 

- How do we respond to the needs of the communities 

- Training for volunteers 

- Advocacy: Online, nationally, internationally 

- Encourage OUTLine to lead projects for social change 

- Bold behind the brand 

- Encourage to think creatively about how we use all tools to project 

our values 



6:37pm – Presentation Tanu Gago and Moe Laga 

- Better ways to engage diverse communities 

- Stop talking about disparity and start talking about flourishing 

- Creative tools to create safe spaces 

- Creative tools to build communities 

- Using your culture to heal 

7:00pm – Chair Report 

7:07pm – General Manager’s Report 

7:18pm – Treasurer’s Report 

Motion that the current board stand down 

First: John 

Seconded: Allan 

Vote Passed: 19 

Hayden nominates Cissy Rock, Cissy accepts 

Seconded: John 

Vote Passed: 24 

Motion to vote on the following people to the 2017/2018 Executive 

Board: 

Cissy Rock (Chair) 

Robert Ford 

Moira Clunie 

Toni Duder 

Toni Reid 

Allyson Hamblett 

Hayden Bigelow 

Seconded: John 

Vote Passed: 23    



0800 OUTLINE 

outline.org.nz

/outlineaotearoa

@outlinenz

@outlinenz


